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KUWAIT: The Leaders Preparation Center at the National Security Academy celebrated the
graduation of the “basics, principles, dimensions and domains of national security” course
for leaders working at the interior ministry.

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Residency detectives discovered forgery
in official documents and found fake documents were
presented to transfer an expat’s sponsorship to an
educational establishment in exchange of money.
Tips were received about suspicions of forgery in a
preliminary approval to transfer the residency of an
Arab expat to an educational establishment. When
investigations confirmed them, the mandoub was
arrested while submitting the transaction at a labor
department. He was taken to the detectives’ office,
where he insisted the approval was correct, but con-
cerned authorities said it was not, proving the num-
ber mentioned belongs to another person. The man-
doub then confessed to have received the papers
from a female mandouba, who in turn said the man-
doub was the forger. Both were sent to concerned
authorities.

Killed in fire
A domestic helper was killed in a blaze due to burns

and inhaling poisonous fumes. Firemen responded to a
call about a fire in Sabah Al-Salem, and found the fire
was in a house with smoke emanating at a high speed.
Two teams were formed - one for rescue and the other
to fight the fire. 
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KUWAIT: The gutted house in Sabah Al-Salem.

Interior Ministry holds
course on security

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: The Leaders Preparation
Center at the National Security Academy
celebrated the graduation of the “basics,
principles, dimensions and domains of
national security” course for leaders
working at the interior ministry. The cele-
bration was under the patronage of
Interior Ministry Assistant
Undersecretary for Education and
Training Affairs Maj Gen Sheikh Faisal
Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah and presence

of Director General of National Security
College Brig Faisal Al-Foudary.

Honored
Deputy Head of the National Guard

honored the special operations battalion 67
in appreciation of their distinguished efforts
during their military duties during the
course of “operations in build-up areas”
held in the UK, as well as sniper and close-
quarters battle drills held in Kuwait. The
celebration was in the presence of National
Guard Secretary Lt Gen Hashim Al-Rifae.

KUWAIT: A citizen was charged with
restricting the freedom of an Asian expat in
his apartment and forcing him to sign
papers. The Asian told Salmiya police that
he was barricaded for 17 hours by his
sponsor following a dispute. He said he
doesn’t know what type of papers he
signed.

Man caught
A man was caught in Beirut Street in

Hawally with two pieces of hashish and two
joints. He was sent to the Drugs Control
General Department. The suspect, a citizen,
told police the drugs were for having a
“good mood”.

Police attacked
An Iranian who was handcuffed became

enraged at a police station and head-
butted an officer who was questioning him,

then started crying. The officer was ques-
tioning the Iranian about a fight between
him and a relative. But he objected to the
questions and broke the nose of the officer.
He now faces two assault charges.

Citizen being scrutinized
Waha police sent a 33-year-old citizen

to state security for questioning after he
was found near the gate of a military base
for no apparent reason.

Wanted citizen held
A citizen, who had been wanted for a

30 month prison sentence, was recently
arrested in Adnalus where reportedly
withheld his own family members and
threatened to kill them, said security
sources. They said the policemen man-
aged to free the family and arrest the
culprit.

KUWAIT: The Embassy of Pakistan in collaboration
with local Pakistan Schools, organized an event to pay
tribute to Baba-e-Qoum Quaid-e-Azam Muhamad Ali
Jinnah. A large audience from Pakistani community as
well as other communities attended the event despite it
being working day. 

The event consisted of performances on national
songs by Pakistani foreign students of local Pakistani
schools, speeches and the personality and political
struggle of the Quaid and a display of paintings/por-
traits made by Pakistani students. The event was
applauded by the attending guests and it provided a
good opportunity for the projection of the idea and
culture of Pakistan. 

In the end, Pakistani Ambassador to Kuwait  Ghulam
Dastgir, briefly highlighted the contribution made by
the Quaid in the struggle for the Muslim cause in the
Indian subcontinent. He also thanked the management
of local Pakistani schools, representatives of media and
the attending audience for making this event a huge
success. 
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